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Market Updates 

Dry Bulk: 

After a strong run Capesize 
rates showed some 
weakness as a 63 day streak 
of rates above $20k came to 
an end. This was the longest 
streak since 2011 although 
2013 had higher raw totals. 
Thus far, 2018 has been 
significantly stronger than 
2013, and the 
supply/demand 
fundamentals are incredibly 
better today than five years 
ago. Will we see these sorts 
of rates again? We certainly 

hope so, but most of the bullish runs tend to be a bit choppy, so we might drop under $20k shortly. In 
2013, Capesize rates were in the low-teens in July and in the mid-teens in August, so hopefully we see 
a similar trajectory forward. If that sort of typical seasonality occurs, we could potentially see 
$40-$50k peaks this fall. 

Meanwhile as harvest season approaches in the United States all eyes are on the tariffs imposed by 
China as a result of the ongoing trade war. Soy and corn, of which the US is a top producer, and China 
a key buyer, are typically harvested from late September through the end of November. The Panamax 
class typically benefits from this seasonal trade with products moving from the Gulf of Mexico through 
the Panama Canal to China. Can China afford to curtail US imports? Many think not by much as there 
are few other global producers able to meet Chinese demand. Soy is a particularly important 
commodity in China, which consumes one-third of global production. Chinese buyers will have little 
choice in the fourth quarter to turn to the US market. But with the strong US dollar and high tariffs, the 
increased price of this crucial commodity could stoke inflation fears in China. 
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Crude Tankers: 

VLCCs broke the $20k mark 
showing some unusual 
strength. However, the 
forward availability of 
vessels looks to cap these 
gains. Oversupply remains a 
problem across all classes 
with the VLCC orderbook 
being particularly 
troublesome. 

There are some bright spots. 
US crude exports, which 
represent a long haul to most 
markets, have been 
increasing at a much more 

rapid pace than previously anticipated. OCED crude stockpiles, in terms of forward days to cover, are 
approaching 2014 levels which represented an end to drawdowns with crude at much higher prices 
during that time. Finally, OPEC and Non-OPEC supply cuts, have accomplished their mission of 
curtailing the global glut and reducing global stockpiles. As a result the supply curbs which 
commenced in January of 2017 are being relaxed. 

But tensions between the US and  Iran still weigh on the market and geopolitical turmoil could lead to 
another crude price spike and supply reduction. The latest announcement out of Iran that they would 
attempt to shut down the Strait of Hormuz, of which two-thirds of the worlds seaborne oil transits,  if 
sanctions are imposed could lead to an acute shortage of crude as well as military action. 
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Product Tankers: 

Product Tankers remain in 
difficult territory with a 
mixed outlook on the 
horizon. On one hand 
according to VesselsValue as 
of September 4th,  year to 
date MR2 ton mile demand 
has actually slipped by 
0.91%. 12 month ton mile 
demand is also down by 
0.46%. Some good news 
though for Q3 is that we are 
already seeing a 1.58% gain. 
However, the overall 
combination of positive fleet 

growth and negative or at best stagnating, ton mile demand remains a recipe for lower charter rates. 

2019 presents an interesting scenario when a total of 98 MR2s are expected to hit the water. If 2018 
sees all expected deliveries hit the water, these additional 98 vessels in 2019 represent 6.2% gross 
fleet growth. Of course, a high degree of slippage may push some of these back to 2020, but even still 
this fleet growth represents a significant influx for a class of vessel already experiencing difficulty. 

But as we have seen in the crude tanker segment, refined product draws are reaching their limit and a 
normalization of trade appears to be on the horizon, which should modestly increase demand for 
product tankers. 

Finally, we are now approaching the peak season for Atlantic tropical storms. But this year has been 
very quiet, probably because the water temperature in the deep tropics between Africa and the Lesser 
Antilles has been cooler than average. The subdued storm activity has kept product flows out of the 
Gulf of Mexico, which is a key region for the MR trade, relatively stable. It seems unlikely at this point 
that the market will experience major disruptions like that brought on by Hurricane Harvey last year. 
This means that charter rates will be less event driven and more reflective of market fundamentals, 
which remain less than ideal. 
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Containers: 

As we have noted for several 
months now, a bifurcated 
market continues to 
dominate the outlook for 
container shipping. ULCVs 
remain heavily oversupplied 
with a vast majority of those 
confined to the Asia-Europe 
route. This route has seen 
fairly stagnant volume 
growth since 2013, further 
compounding the problem. 

The influx of ULCV capacity 
over the past dozen years 
has been astounding, 

moving from practically zero to now representing 4,168,037 of the total 21,720,837 teu capacity in the 
market, or roughly 19%. Remember, that's with just a total of 258 vessels. A thick orderbook looks to 
ensure these poor conditions continue. There are still another 91 vessels on order, with a total 
capacity of 1,631,205 teus set to hit the water, with the vast majority due before 2021. These vessels 
represent 63% of the overall orderbook in terms of capacity showing just how pronounced the 
oversupply issue remains for this particular class. 160 of these vessels currently on the water and 35 
newbuilds are concentrated in six shipping majors, Moller Maersk AS, COSCO Shipping Lines Co, 
Hapag Lloyd, MSC, Ocean Network Express, and CMA CGM. 

Meanwhile, smaller vessel classes have been benefiting from robust global trade growth and a very 
promising orderbook. Of course, the trade war between China and the US has been a key concern. 
However, trade remains strong. In fact, in the port of Long Beach, in the first six months of the 
calendar year, handled nearly 4M teu. The figure is 14.5% above the pace set by 2017, the port’s 
busiest year ever. June also capped the port’s best second quarter — dockworkers processed almost 
2.1M TEU, 10% more than the corresponding quarter a year ago. There are concerns that some 
cargoes have been pulled forward as importers try to secure goods before further tariffs are 
introduced. The split of traditional trade and tariff driven fear trade isn't exactly known, but should be 
monitored as a potential disruption if a snap back does occur. 
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LNG & LPG: 

LNG rates continue to show 
strength courtesy of robust 
demand growth coupled 
with an acceptable vessel 
additions relative to this 
demand. Though the large 
LNG vessel orderbook 
remains thick, at 25.3% in 
terms of capacity, this 
tonnage is likely to be 
absorbed by a global market 
keen on increasing natural 
gas use due to both 
attractive economics and 
environmental benefits. 

With US LNG exports poised to potentially triple over the next 12 months, with much of this destined 
for the Asian market, the long haul nature of this burgeoning route will absorb a great deal of capacity 
and should keep rates in profit making territory. This is good news for spot shippers as well as owners 
looking to re-charter vessels as current contracts expire. 

The LPG market is still facing the turmoil brought on by an approximate 80% fleet growth over a five 
year period (2013-2017) in the VLGC class. However, it is showing some signs of stability. Spot rates 
have rebounded and are approaching the approximate industry average breakeven rate of $21,000. 
Robust demand and a limited number of deliveries in 2018, just six so far, have contributed to this 
correction. However, 2019 presents one final hurdle with 25 deliveries scheduled representing a nearly 
10% capacity increase. 

High crude prices have inspired another round of US crude shale production, and as a consequence, 
LPG production. Additionally,  Australia and Russia together will add more than 100,000 b/d of LPG 
supply in the coming months. 
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Company Focus: Teekay LNG Partners (TGP) 
Teekay LNG Partners (TGP) is our current focus company, where I’m a major buyer ahead of expected 
distribution guidance in November and a potential repurchase program in the near-future. As recently 
as Q1-18 results in May 2018, TGP management was guiding (or at least hinting) for a full repurchase of 
the $138M net outstanding NOK bonds ($150M gross, $12M cash collateral). During Q2-18, they didn't 
discuss the bonds, which I believed pointed towards a goal of rolling these instruments. They 
ultimately concluded a $100M refinance, which closed on 22 August. The final rate was for 7.89% fixed, 
which compared to the original deal (September 2013) of $150M, fixed at 6.43%. 

Note: Ironically the NOK amount only went from 900M to 850M, despite USD dropping from $150M to 
$100M... It has been a tough run for the Norwegian currency due to their oil-centric economy! 

TGP now has $100M more in liquidity than previously expected and  the underlying interest costs have 
dropped from $9.7M to $7.9M. When I spoke with their CFO, Scott Gayton, following Q2-18 results, he 
stopped short of outright promising a repurchase, but claimed they would only issue NOK bonds if the 
pricing was attractive and if they had an immediate accretive usage for them. There's nothing else left 
to handle on their balance sheet: as of Q2-18 results, they had $443.6M of liquidity ($177.1M cash).  

 

Source: Teekay LNG Partners, Q2-18 Presentation, Slide 11 (Highlights & ‘100’ Added) 
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TGP Focus Cont. / Strong Forward Liquidity 

Since Q2-18 results, TGP has spent a net $38M on the NOK bond. The $190M credit facility is expected 
to be rolled forward with zero concerns (worst case it drops to $150M). The Yamal Spirit $160M 
financing is set to cover 100% of remaining installment payments, but even in an absolute worst case 
of needing a temporary cash bridge, that's still less than $250M of cumulative liquidity.  

Realistically, the NOK refinancing drops liquidity by around $50M ($150M down to $100M), the RCF 
stays flat (at $190M), and the "Yamal Spirit" completes documentation at $160M. Combined with 
Q3-18 cash flow, TGP likely has pro forma liquidity in excess of $400M. 

With the NOK bonds rolled, there are only two obstacles before a repurchase could be instilled: 
finalizing the Yamal Spirit financing and rolling the unsecured facility, both of which should be seen as 
formalities. I'm hopeful we'll see a repurchase agreement very shortly.  

Forward Payment? 

TGP is set to 'reveal' their forward payout plans in November. How detailed they will get (i.e. will we 
see a forward DCF chart to 2020-2021?) is uncertain, but at the minimum, I expect some level of 
payout increase. I'm also expecting more commentary regarding the potential shift from a K-1 to a 
1099, which could lower the preferred yield by over 100 bps.  

From a balanced long-term growth and also a heavy Teekay Corp (TK) investor perspective, I'm 
hoping for a payout of 20-25 cents, with very clear guidance for continual growth in rapid order. In 
practice, we could see anything from 14c to 40c, with lower better for long-run TK values and higher 
arguably better for the near-term TGP performance. With a 20-25 cent payout, immediate coverage 
would be roughly 2.2-2.7x at those levels; I'm expecting about 53-55 cents for Q3-18 DCF.  

 

Source: Teekay LNG Partners, Q2-18 Presentation, Slide 14 (Highlights & Markings Added) 
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TGP Focus Cont. / Yield Premium? 

The relevant question becomes: "What yield will TGP trade at?"  

I believe GasLog (GLOG) - 3.6%, Seaspan (SSW) - 5.5%, and Costmare (CMRE) - 5.9% are decent comps 
for what a perceived "high quality" shipping income stock should trade around. Both SSW and CMRE 
are considerably inferior to TGP, but regardless a 20-30c TGP payout at a 6% yield would equate to a 
price range of $13-$20/unit. A 40c payout (easily achievable) could get us over $25/unit at a 6% yield.  

A 6% yield assumption actually seems pretty bearish considering coverage of over 2x on the 
lower-bounds and forward coverage of around 2x even at $0.40/qtr.  A more reasonable yield of 4% 
would get TGP to a range of $20-$30, even on the smaller 20-30c payouts. 

Where will it trade? Hard to know immediately. Some folks might even be 'upset' at a 20-25c payout 
and the stock could initially flatten or turn down a bit. That's why a repurchase program is very 
essential. If we see a repurchase announced before November guidance (I'm hoping for mid/late 
September), that's incredibly bullish for TGP pricing. I’m very optimistic and have recently increased 
my positioning accordingly.  

Position & Price : Long Teekay LNG Partners (TGP) @ $15.75 

Target & Upside: $25.00 Target / 59% Upside 

Near-Term Catalysts: Potential Repurchase & Distribution Guidance (Nov18) 

Risk Level / Bearish Target: Low Risk / $13.00 Downside / 18% Risk 

Overall Value Conviction: 9 out of 10 
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Macro Focus: Product Tanker Supply Side 
The MR1 segment 
(29,500-40,999 dwt) currently 
has 587 vessels on the water 
with another 15 on order 
making for a 2.6% orderbook 
in terms of both vessel 
numbers and capacity. This 
scant orderbook appears to 
bode well for the overall 
class. With only two 
deliveries so far this year, 
and another five expected, 
the level of demolitions in 
2018, which numbers 11, will 

outpace deliveries making for negative net fleet growth. That seems great on the surface until we 
factor in that on we saw a similar reduction in ton mile demand for this segment over the past 12 
months, 2.64% to be exact as of August 17th. Data from VesselsValue show that Q3 is already shaping 
up to continue this downward trend in ton mile demand after peaking in Q2 of 2017. Therefore, there 
seems to be a very minimal change in the supply/demand balance over the course of 2018. 

The MR2 class (41,000-54,999 
dwt) consists of 1,511 vessels 
on the water and another 167 
on order making for a 11.4% 
orderbook in terms of vessel 
capacity. Gross fleet growth 
is coming in at approximately 
4.4% for 2018. Demolitions 
will likely come in at about 
1.5% of the total fleet, 
making for approximately 
2.9% net fleet growth. That 
fleet growth should have 
been something a typical 

market could handle, but sadly the demand side hasn't been holding up as we have seen year to date 
and 12 month growth in negative territory, as noted above. 
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The LR1 market is perhaps in 
the best shape of all classes 
thanks to the combination of 
a thin orderbook and robust 
ton mile demand gains. 

With 351 vessels on the 
water, the 23 vessels on 
order represent an 
orderbook of just 6.6% in 
term of both vessel numbers 
and capacity. 

Newbuild contracts have 
been few with just eight firm 
orders and two additional 

options since 2017. 

But demolition prospects for this class remain scarce with just 10 vessels built before 2003, 
contributing to a very young average fleet age of approximately eight years. 

According to data from VesselsValue, year to date the class has seen an increase of 3.93% over 2017. 
The last twelve months have seen an impressive gain of 5.14% over the prior twelve months. 

Even with all expected deliveries hitting the water in 2018 and no further demolitions, the 
approximate 4.5% net fleet growth should be met with similar ton mile demand growth contributing 
to some overall stability. 

The 45 LR2 vessels currently 
on order represent a 13.2% 
orderbook. 2018 deliveries 
represent a total of 7.7% 
gross fleet growth. Just three 
demos since the start of 2018 
have occurred and 
speculating that another two 
before the end of the year 
materialize, net fleet growth 
is likely to be north of 6%. 

This net fleet growth 
outpaces the 12 month ton 
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mile demand growth and YTD ton mile demand growth of 3.94% and 2.75%, respectively. 

However, some good news emerges in 2019, thanks to the 2020 Sulfur Cap, since in terms of 
percentages, total LR2 cargo volumes are composed of twice the amount of diesel/gas oil than that of 
the MR2 class. This has led to some speculation that the LR2 class may be the biggest winner. 

But, with crude tanker markets in the doldrums right now, the LR2 class stands to suffer the most from 
Aframax crude tanker encroachment on their routes. This degree of this encroachment will likely have 
a direct correlation to the size of the charter rate gap between the two. This means that upside for the 
LR2 class may be tempered as some Aframax crude tankers seek out better opportunities in the 
product market, adding to available product vessel supply. 

Overall, product tankers appear to be in a bit of a holding pattern until we see a potential uptick in 
demand starting in the back half of 2019, as bunkering hubs prepare for the 2020 Sulfur Cap, coupled 
with a possible reduction in vessels hitting the water, if owners can keep themselves from continuing 
the pattern of over-ordering. 
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